Transcript of BNI‐ART Institute’s brief intervention heroin case. Motivational
Interviewing Treatment Integrity (MITI) scoring completed by Chris Dunn, PhD. Scorer’s
comments included in blue italics.

Doctor: You had a really painful abscess. You did quite well. Affirmation, good Do you mind
spending a few minutes talking about your heroin use? Asking permission to discuss H good
Patient: I already told him I've been shooting up almost a year and I’m thinking at some point of
getting some help but I just really… I gotta go meet someone in a couple hours.
D: Well it only takes five to ten minutes, really.
P: Five, ten minutes, that’s all? Alright doc, you got five minutes.
D: thank you. Before we dive into this discussion—I know it's pretty heavy—shows respect for
the difficulty of topic, good. give me an idea of what your day’s like, what your life is like, so I can
see it through your eyes.
P: It all depends what’s going on with the people I hook up with and sometimes, you know, it’s
just. . . I have to use every day, you know. You’ll have this kind of, like, uncomfortableness and a
little bit of cramping and once I score I feel much better enter.
D: So you’re just trying to feel good; not be dope sick, you mean. Complex reflection, good.
P: Yeah, yeah. Because if I’m not feeling OK I really don’t have much I can do before I score.
D: What else goes on in your day? Open question, good. shows an interest in patient as someone
other than just a junkie
P: Well, it depends on if I have enough to get through the day, you see. I try to take some . . . try
to take care of an appointment or something because I have a daughter and if I can get maybe
some work under the table I can give her mother a few dollars and I feel good about that.
D: That sounds like your daughter is pretty important to you. Shows you understand a value
that’s a big deal to him, good. You’re trying to do the right thing. That’s great. You're going
through an awful lot. Complex reflxn, good Thinking about this abscess today, do you see any
connection between drug use and your abscess? Evoking change talk, good.
P: Yeah, I do. It’s where it probably came from, probably from an old pair of works.
D: Maybe you could help me see it through your eyes: what you like about heroin, what it does
for you. Skilled open question stating explicitly that you want to learn his view, good.
P: Well, when I score I'm not worried about, like, all the problems I have. I’m not worried about
the court case. I'm not worried about the fact that my mom is not doing well. You know, I broke
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up with my relationship but I’m still in contact with my daughter. It helps me be able to deal
with life.
D: “Deal with life.” That's a way of coping with things and using heroin to help you cope with
things. Is that right? Good reflection, “spoiled” by an unnecessary closed question after (minor
foul!)
P: Yeah, yeah. That is . . . that works for me.
D: Just to help you handle all the troubles. Reflection, good Does it do anything else for you?
Closed question that could have been rephrased as open (not a big foul either)
P: It makes things kind of crazy.
D: Crazy in what way? Good open question asking for more of his view Negative or positive?
Closed question, probably not needed here; he would have told you without it
P: I’d say negative, I think.
D: Living with this type of uncertainty, this chaos, excellent complex reflection that renames his
life as chaotic and uncertain. what other things do you like less about heroin in addition to that?
good question to elicit more CT
P: Well, the abscess is not helping things out and dealing with the Department of Corrections. If I
never started using I probably wouldn't be caught up in doing all this, you know.
D: You got a lot on your shoulders right now, huh? Complex reflxn, a metaphor Remember when
you came in here? They had a pain scale with these different faces? One was no pain and ten
was the worst pain in your life? And you scored about an eight. So we have this other type of
scale I wanted to show you. It’s this readiness ruler here. It’s like numbers, you know. One is not
ready to make changes in your life and ten is very ready. I was just wondering if you wouldn’t
show me where you're at. Skilled way to set up 1‐10 scaling question, by relating it to the pain
scale he has already experienced. Oh, please be honest. Don’t tell me want to hear but be
honest. Good job giving him the freedom and autonomy to tell you what he really thinks.
P: I would probably say . . . probably like a six.
D: A six. Could you point to that?
P: Yeah, right here.
D: That’s where you're at. Six is pretty good. That’s 60% ready. Tell me why haven’t you chosen
a one or a two or something less? Good question evoking CT
P: Because, I don’t know, I’ve been through so much right now and I’m almost there where, you
know, where something's got to really change for me. I can't hold a job. My family’s on my case.
I just got a lot of people coming at me right now.
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D: Sounds like you’ve got a lot of reasons for change. reflection
P: I don't like living in a shelter. I don't like living in the streets. I wasn't raised this way.
D: What concrete steps could you take to make these changes? Recruits patient to generate his
solutions first, then you can add your suggestions later. Good example of the ask‐tell‐ask method
of evoking a plan
P: Steps I would like to take? I don’t know.
D: Something positive, you know, like what’s going to help you with your daughter or craziness
in your life? You remain insistent that he solve this for himself (very high autonomy spirit score)
and show patience and confidence that he can think of something afterall.
P: You know, I don't know. I really don't know where to start sometimes. Maybe I just . . . I just
need to stay away from certain people.
D: Stay away from this negativity? Complex reflection. Minor flaw in turning up your voice
converts this excellent reflexn to a closed question.
P: Definitely, definitely, I mean, because that's what they're all about. They’re all about getting
high and sometimes when I’m with them I don't really want to get high but it’s there and I’m not
going to say no.
D: Persons, places, and things. Trying to avoid things person selling drugs or using drugs. That
makes a lot of sense. Affirmation. That would be like step one for you. Support and
encouragement
P: Yeah, yeah. Absolutely.
D: Anything else? Open question, still inviting him to do the work, good.
P: I don't know; maybe check myself into some kind of program, I think.
D: That’s really good that you’re seeking help and want help with the program. This has a tinge
of awarding approval rather than affirming a strength or positive property of the person. Better
instead, “You seem to be someone who, once he decides to go for it really knows how to follow
through on a commitment.” We have a program here, “Project ASSERT.” I can’t promise you
we’ll find you a bed but we can work together and try to get you someplace as soon as possible.
What could you do in the meantime?
P: I don't know. I mean, maybe cut back a little.
D: Cutting back makes sense. I’m just trying to go over a few options with you. Another option
would be acupuncture. It can reduce the craving.
P: I’ve heard of it. I’d give it a try, give it a try. I’m not sure it’s going to . . . I’m not sure it’s going
to keep me, you know, I just really need to quit.
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D: I agree. You’ve got a point there. Well, it sounds you have good start here: staying away from
people that are negative that could get you into more trouble. Keep you out of jail, going to a
detox program. Have you done something in the past that you’ve been proud of or felt
successful about that could help you now?
P: I haven’t been clean for that long so . . .
D: Are there other people in your life, family or other friends who could help you in a time like
this?
P: Yeah, I got a cousin. Right now I think he’s something like two years sober or something.
D: That’s great. That really is. I think we’ve got something started now. I’m going to take you
over to Project ASSERT now but before we go I’d like to write down some things that we talked
about today, sort of like a promise between you and yourself. So you can take this with you.
What were some of the steps that you agreed to?
P: Well, we talked about just staying away from certain people, you know, stay away from
certain people.
D: Stay away from certain people.
P: Yeah.
D: Okay.
P: Check myself into a detox program.
D: Check into a detox.
P: Get a bed there absolutely. And I guess maybe the other one is talking to my cousin.
D: Well, that sounds like three important steps that you can take. Do you think they work for
you?
P: Yeah, I mean, I gotta push through like I said.
D: I think you're on the right path. I’ll get in touch with Project ASSERT right now, get you over
there, and they can work with you on getting you a safe place, a detox program.
P: Thanks. Thanks very much, I mean, no one’s ever listened to me and this is the first time
someone's actually sat down and talked to me. I’ve been in the hospital a lot of times and all
they do is take care of whatever I’ve got going and then just check me out. This is the first time
that anyone's really sat down with me and I really appreciate you helping me, doc.
D: I really appreciate you spending the time. I know you're a big hurry but I’m glad you spent the
time. I certainly learned a lot from you and that will help me be a better doctor.
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